Describe at least two institutional best practices:
(1) To Maintained a neat, clean and beautiful college campus with all basic amenities like
purified drinking water, Toilets, Common room, Hostel, Labs, Class rooms, library, smart room
etc. Gardens are there with seasonal flower plants, remedial plants/herbs etc. concrete seating
arrangement is there around it. Environmental awareness is there. Plastic has been banned in the
campus. It has a vast play ground for the students. Our campus is one of the most organised and
beautiful among the colleges under Purnea University. Due to its well connectivity with NHs,
SHs and railways it is a centre for examination from entrance exam, regular course exam (UG/
PG), MBBS, B.Ed and entrance exam of SSC, BPSC etc. Fire safety arrangements are there in
the buildings for fire extinguishers, sand etc. All rooms and boundary of the college is under
C.C.T.V surveillance. In this region there is electricity supply problem, load shedding is a
frequent affair here, which impaired classes, exams etc. To overcome this, there is arrangement
of power backup by Silent Generator. It has smart class equipped with modern ICT tools for
teaching and learning.
Parking space with proper shed has been there for cars, motor cycles and cycles etc. Submitted
applications in the local governing bodies for giving support in purchasing LED solar street
lights. Old tube lights and filaments bulbs are being replaced by eco friendly, low power
consuming LED lights.
(2) Organisation of weeklong camps by the N.S.S units of the college in the nearby village. The
volunteers of NSS conduct surveys, collect feedbacks, spread awareness about organic farming,
AIDS, TB, Cleanliness, rain water harvesting etc. They are also advised about the different kind
of pollution like air pollution, soil pollution, and water pollution. They have been discouraged to
use plastic, thermocols etc and instead use Bio Compatible things like tree leaves, banana leaves
etc.
These volunteers then met with the authorities of local governing bodies like BDO, SDO, and
Panchayat etc and discuss about their problems etc and asked for proper and speedy remedial.
This helps in uplifting the villages and there by aid in the overall growth of the country.
There was organisation of Induction cum Parents-Teachers meeting program, organised by
college. In this parents of the students were called and one to one discussion was there.
Feedbacks were taken and their opinion was noted for the further development of the college.
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